INTERNATIONAL STOREWATCH

Auchan Torino’s novel store layout
Is this a paradigm shift in hypermarket design?
T

he conventional hypermarket adjacencies have just been
turned on their head – will the new concept work?
Worldwide big box trading space is under pressure as the
new savvy, but time-starved, consumer looks for speed and
convenience in some instances, while still wanting expert
advice on some specialised purchases.
Italy is no exception to the hypermarket development
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dilemma. Some chains, such as Auchan and IPER, continue
the big box format, while others (CONAD, COOP and
Esselunga) have decided to rather scale down and focus their
attention on superstore formats.
The recently revamped Auchan hypermarket in Turin keeps
the space (9 200m2) and the 320 employees its had for the
past 30-years, but the space has been remodelled.

With entrances feeding in from the mall’s passages, the store has been split in half and the concept of a ‘mall within a mall’ is being used.
â
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Layout
With entrances feeding in from the
mall’s passages, the store has been split
in half and the concept of a ‘mall within
a mall’ is being used. Down the centre
of the store, the 40 checkouts have
been split into two rows facing each
other with a wide passage in between
which all runs at a 90⁰ angle to the
main entrances.
One bank of checkouts services the
food area, while the other one services
the general merchandise area. This
process separates the shopping missions

for, say, conveniently buying food
products a number of times per week
on the one side, while the customer can
embark on a separate shopping mission,
say, once a week or twice a month, that
requires a destination where browsing,
slow shopping and the seeking of advice
is required before purchasing.
Behind this split of shopping missions
is shopping habit research that shows
the shopper’s mindset changes when
shopping for food, versus a shopping
mission looking for a TV set, some
clothing or a DIY tool.
Lots of space is allocated around the tandem checkouts to allow free
movement of shoppers and trolleys before and after checking out

Mineral water, a basic staple in most
European supermarkets, gets a bulk display

This display highlights how water is
indispensable and it caries a variety of
water filter units for home use

The health and beauty shelves are lower with additional lighting to
assist the browsing shopper to see the whole area at a glance
â
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Innovation in-store
The food layout is centred around the ‘Piazza del gusti’ (Piazza of flavours)
where the different service departments surround the dry grocery shelves.
Auchan took a decision to make all service preparation areas visible to
shoppers, which allows them to enjoy viewing the food production process.
Areas that attract the shopper include the ice cream bar, the pastry
section, the bread confectionery area, the coffee shop, the fishmonger,
the delicatessen, the butchery, the fresh produce section, and the store even
includes a brewery counter, with large vats of beers to be consumed on site
or taken home.
The restaurant area has been located above the wine cellar where
consumers have a full view of the store while enjoying their meal. Wine
purchased off the shelf can be cooled down instantly to accompany their
meal.
The fresh produce department includes an aeroponic display in which
a variety of vegetables grow organically. The range includes lettuce, valerian,
rocket, herbs, spices and micro vegetables and customers are reassured that
no pesticides have been used.
The pharmacy area is located close to health foods and nutritionists are
on hand to advise shoppers on the best food supplementation for their
particular lifestyle. Nearby, men can pop in for a quick haircut at the in-store
barber shop, while their partner continues shopping.
The pet store has been created as a store within a store. Here pet owners
can get the right advice for their pets before buying.
In the general merchandise destination area, the shopping pace slows
down. The layout is designed to allow customers to browse, get specialised
advice, take their time and where possible try the product before buying.
For example, in the gaming area, young and old are encouraged to ‘test drive’
their favourite electronic game before purchasing.
It will be interesting to witness the longevity of this hypermarket concept.
Hypermarket retailing is evolving slowly, and this iteration could be a novelty
that becomes the norm. SR

The coffee shop is located in the middle of the floor
with easy access to all the service departments

The floor space has been designed with many areas dedicated to special
displays such as this one. This process stops the boredom of rows of shelving
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